Introduction
Silicon content in blast furnace hot metal, acting as an important indicator of the inner thermal state of the furnace, is needed to be controlled strictly within proper bounds to produce iron with high quality. For this purpose, extensive thermodynamic and kinetic research on silicon transfer inside the blast furnace has been carried out in the past decades. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Based on these studies, a fundamental understanding about this phenomenon has been progressively established. However, up to now, a fully reliable mechanistic model for silicon prediction is not still to emerge because of the exceeding difficulty in quantifying ironmaking process chemistry. Thus, data-driven modeling is being investigated quite intensively recently in an attempt to solve this intractable problem. In the process of data-driven modeling, the frequently used tools include neural net, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] partial least squares, 12, 13) fuzzy mathematics, 14) nonlinear time series analysis, 15, 16) chaos, [17] [18] [19] etc. The main motivation is that, most of these tools have universal nonlinear approximation capabilities and can approach any function in any precision. As an alternative tool, Least Squares Support Vector Machines (LS-SVM) is applied in this paper to predict the silicon content in BF hot metal. The results indicate that the hit rate of silicon prediction is improved greatly when using the established predictive model and the prediction precision can reach 10 Ϫ3 in the magnitude.
Least Squares Support Vector Machines
Least squares support vector machines belong to the class of kernel methods that use positive-semi definite kernel functions to build a non-linear representation of the original inputs in a high-dimensional feature space. 20) Consider training data set Tϭ{(x i , y i )|iϭ1, 2, L, N}, where N denotes the number of training data, x i ∈R n the input vectors and y i ∈R are the output data, and let j: R n →R nj be some nonlinear mapping , which maps the input vectors into a socalled higher dimensional feature space. In feature space, we construct the optimal decision function.
. where w∈R nj is an unknown parameter vector, b∈R a threshold and the symbol‚ represents dot metrix. In fact, the nonlinear mapping j( · ) does not have to be known explicitly but rather is implicitly defined by a kernel function, which is deemed to be a key element of Support Vector Machines. A kernel is a function mapping to R n ϫR n to R. Mercer's theorem 21) states that for every positive semi-definite kernel function k( · , · ), there exists a feature mapping j( · ) from the input space R n to the feature space R nj such that where exp( · ) stands for the natural exponential function, || · || the usual Euclid norm and s is a hyper parameter corresponding to the nonlinear mapping j( · ). Though j( · ) is determined by s, it is a intractable problem to get the actual form of j( · ). As a result, the optimal decision function y(x) as Eq. (1) will be expressed in dual form. In order to obtain w and b in Eq. (1) where the regularization constant gϾ0 is used to control the bias-variance x i , iϭ1, K, n. In the case of noisy data a very small g is set to avoid over training. However it should be noted that in the case that w becomes infinite dimensional, such as the RBF kernel, the above problem formulation cannot be used to solve the problem. To avoid this, Eq. (3) is usually solved using Lagrange multipliers. Therefore, Eq. Besides the dual variables a, the kernel function k( · , · ) and the regularization constant g which is also called hyper parameter are needed to be determined. Generally, the kernel function k( · , · ) is achieved by a trial and error procedure. In the case of an RBF kernel, k( · , · ) depends only on the hyper parameter s. Therefore, to make the predictive model exhibit optimal performance, these two hyper parameters must be optimized a prior. The optimal hyper parameters are determined through minimizing the mean square error (MSE) between the predicted values and the observed values on the training set. In this paper, the MSE is calculated using M-fold cross validation. 22) The detailed procedure is as follows: (i) suppose the initial values of hyper parameters; (ii) divide the training set into M subsets averagely; (iii) choose any a subset in the M subsets as a test set, the residual MϪ1 subsets as training sets, to perform optimization process and calculate the MSE; (iv) replace test set by other subset and repeat (iii) M times (Note that every subset needs to act as test set at least once); (v) sum up the MSE during these M times calculation; (vi) update the values of hyper parameters and repeat (ii)-(v) until the MSE is smaller than a expected value.
Results and Discussion
For the current study, data collected from No. 1 blast furnace at Laiwu Iron and Steel Group Co. (with working volume of 750 m 3 ) is taken as sample space. The tapping numbers are from 25 039 to 26 062, and the size of data set is 1 024 with the constant sample frequency about 2h
Ϫ1
. The reason for selecting this size of data set is that it is convenient to realize 8-fold cross validation (i.e. Mϭ8) in the subsequent investigation. In the meantime, in the process of making 8-fold cross validation, every subset has enough size for saying that the validation is convinced. Figure 1 shows the observed values of silicon content in BF hot metal.
Motivated by Liu et al. 23) and also based on the actual condition on measuring blast furnace variables in the studied case, three control parameters, i.e. blast volume (BV), coal injection (CJ) and blast temperature (BT), and two state parameters, i.e. difference between theoretical value and actual value of iron output (MFe) and hot blast pressure (BP), are selected as input variables. Since the objective of modeling is to predict the evolution of silicon content in BF hot metal ( (11) in the subsequent study, where MFe 0 denotes the MFe of latest tapping. To express the relationship between these input variables and hot metal silicon quantitatively, correlation coefficient, defined as .... (12) is calculated. Results are shown in Table 1 . As can be seen from Table 1 k(x i , x j ) and using 8-fold cross validation for optimizing hyper parameters according to the procedure described in the end of Sec. 2 will obtain the optimal hyper parameters to be (g, s)ϭ(25, 0.2) in the current study. Finally, two groups of test samples, tapping number from 29 844 to 29 893 and from 30 032 to 30 081, respectively, are predicted using Eq. (10). Here e is the absolute value of difference between the predicted value and the observed value of silicon content in hot metal. Usually, e is set to be 0.1, 0.075 or 0.5 in metallurgical field. In this work, e is set as 0.1, 0.02 and 0.01, respectively, to evaluate the performance of predictive model. If H i equals to one, we say that the prediction hits the target in the error of e. Analyzing the predicted values and observed ones, we can get the results of prediction, shown in Table 2 . Excellent performance of the LS-SVM model is shown due to the criteria E RMSL and E PA close to 0 and 1, respectively.
Conclusions and Future Work
In order to improve predictive accuracy of silicon content in BF hot metal, we select state variables, BP and MFe, control variables, CJ, BV and BT, as well as the latest silicon content in hot metal, [Si] 0 , as input variables, and construct a predictive model based on LS-SVM. Then, the LS-SVM model is used to do off-line prediction using data collected from Blast Furnace No. 1 at Laiwu Iron and Steel Co.. Off-line test shows that the model gives excellent predictive accuracy, as low as 10 Ϫ3 in the magnitude. It is reasonable to believe that on-line application of LS-SVM can give accurate prediction and thus be helpful to the control of blast furnace ironmaking. This result may serve as guidelines for predicting and control complex blast furnace ironmaking process using LS-SVM in the future work. Also, the effect of the variation of input data on the estimated results is the point of possible future research.
